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What an exciting half term Class 8 have had! For our Wow
day, we jetted off to India to immerse ourselves in our
new topic. Firstly, we learnt how to play Kabbadi; this was
a lot more challenging than we thought and we had to use
lots of different tactics. After that, we learnt all about
Mendhi patterns and designed some of our own in our
sketch books. After lunch, we whipped up some delicious
vegetable samosas, and then decorated the playground
with colourful rangoli patterns.

New Chapter School

For the rest of our topic lessons, we expanded on what we
had learnt in our Wow day. We enjoyed a series of Food Tech
lessons where we had to design and make our own vegetable
samosas. Initially, a lot of the children were not too keen
with taste-testing the vegetable to design their recipe. However, they soon realised that they were tasty when eaten in
combination with other vegetables!
In Geography, we have been identifying the different human
and physical features in India. We have also been looking at
the human and physical features of the rural and urban areas, and comparing these to rural and urban Britain. Overall, there are quite a few similarities;
although it is definitely hotter in India!
For our RE lessons, we have been learning about Hinduism. We learnt how Hindus prepare
their houses for Diwali, and why rangoli patterns are
used. We learnt the reason why Hindus celebrate Diwali
each year, and then used this information to have our
own Diwali celebration. We then wrote about this in the
newspaper reports we created in English.
In Art, we have been learning about the traditional Indian
technique of batik. We have been using Indian images as
inspiration for creating our own batik textile pieces, we
will then be learning some simple embroidery techniques
to embellish our creations.
As you can see, we have had a jam-packed half term and look forward to what we will be
learning about in our next topic!

Just a reminder all
after school clubs
finish today.

EYFS Duckling News Update
We promised to keep you updated, so sit back and enjoy this week’s cute news from Early
Years.
When we wrote last week, we had one duckling hatch and were patiently awaiting the arrival of the others. The children have had lots of fun waiting for the ducklings to hatch and
seeing the cracks appear in the eggs. Late on Thursday afternoon, a second duckling made
an appearance and stayed in the incubator until its feathers had dried out. On Friday, the children named the first two. We
had Rainbow and Fluffy and the children all got to hold the ducklings for the first time.
As we left school on Friday, we talked about how we hoped the others would hatch
but sadly not all ducklings are strong enough and they don’t always survive.
In the early hours of Saturday, the final three eggs hatched. The children were delighted when they came to school on Monday to find 5 healthy ducklings, it made
them smile from ear to ear! Wuraola said, “There are 3 more, they really all
hatched!” The children named these ducklings, Tiara, Sunny and Little. Having the
ducklings has helped the children to learn about the life cycle of a duck and how to
care for young animals. They have been extremely kind and caring towards them;
have read them stories, written about them and every day before we have gone
home, they have sung them a lullaby.
We have taught the ducklings to swim! The children have laughed as they watched them dart around in their pool, splashing everywhere! We have learnt that being a mummy or daddy duck is exhausting!
Everyone has been very excited to watch these ducklings grow, but sadly we now have to say goodbye to them, so they
can return to the farm and enjoy playing and exploring in the pond with the other ducks. We are glad we were able to give
them an excellent start in life.
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Average attendance for last week was 95.9%

BIRTHDAYS.
We would like to wish a very ‘Happy Birthday’ to the following children who are
celebrating their Birthday this coming week:
Iyana, Ava, Yaqub, Sizo, Nicholas, IIyas, Isa.

Hot Chocolate Friday
Congratulations to all our Year 6 children who were chosen to have Hot Chocolate with the Headteacher on
13th May 2022. Well done for the maturity and resilience shown during your SATs tests.

